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Chair Date of issue 
Jem Lawson 31st October 2018 

Participants Secretary 
Jem Lawson; Colin Nicholson; Ian Wiggett; Tony Melling; Shaherah 
Jordan; Liz Riley; Daniela Bauch; Mark Cooper 
Apologies: Vasile Jornea; Charlie Bowling 

Colin Nicholson 

Meeting date Location 

Saturday 29th September 2018 The Castlefield Hotel, Liverpool Road 
Manchester M3 4JR 

Subject Reference 

Board Meeting: 
 

 

 
 

 
 

The meeting was quorate, initially with seven Directors present, followed by eight Directors once 
Mark Cooper had been appointed 

 
 

1.  Standing item - Introductions 
i) Chair introductions: 

• The Chair and all present congratulated Mohammadali Haghighatdoust on achieving his World 
Championship Gold Medal in the Category B (41-45 yrs old) 78kg weight class.at the 2018 Veteran 
World Championships in Skopje, Macedonia. [The following day, Viorel Etko also achieved Gold in 
the Category A (35-40 yrs old) 62kg weight class. 

• The Chair congratulated Scotland on their recent membership growth that contributed to a record 
BWA membership in July of approx. 1,800. 

• Finally the Chair noted the progress of the formation of the GBR (Senior) Squad under the 
leadership of Eddy Kavanagh and the initial successful training session opened by UWW Lead 
Coach Educators Vincent Aka and Zach Errett. 

ii) Apologies for Absence: Given by Vasile Jornea and Charlie Bowling 
iii) Conflicts of Interest Declarations: None 

 

2.  Consideration of Mark Cooper as Additional Director, Business 

• The Chair reviewed the correspondence circulated re: the appointment of Mark Cooper as an 
Additional Director with expertise in the area of Business.  On examination of the 2017 Articles, the 
period of office is set as 4 years, to be similar to other Directors. 

• The Board unanimously agreed to the appointment of Mark Cooper 

• Mark Cooper stated that he was excited by the opportunities ahead and that he had wanted to 
have a chance to contribute for some time 
 

3.  Standing item – Introductions continued 
i) Actions from last meeting 

• Action: Board: to contact CN with any actions they deemed completed 

• Action: CN: to priorities Actions into “Must Have”/”Nice to Have” as there are too many to be 
realistic 

ii) Decisions by e-mail since last meeting – None 
 

4.  Standing Item: 
i) Chair’s Report - Taken as read. 
ii) Chief Executive’s Report 

• CN described his recent visit to UWW HQ at Corsier-sur Vevey.   Despite generally positive 
conversations, there was a consistent theme of UWW concern at SWA inputs 

• With reference to the recent external and independent HR review, attention is needed across the 
BWA in respect of Conflict of Interest which must be at the level of Perceived conflict of interest 
through the eyes of athletes/members/those impacted, rather than the view of the person making 
the declaration 
Action: CN: Training to be organised and recorded for those making declarations of Conflicts of 
Interest, e.g. Board, Selection Panels 
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• The Chair informed the Board that he had been approached to participate in a Research Project, 
“Organisational Resilience in Sporting Bodies,” and he would keep the Board updated 
 

5.  Standing Item: Committees 

• Talent Pathway + GBR Squad:  The Board reviewed the written submissions (Talent Pathway, by 
subsequent e-mail with draft minutes).  The GBR (Senior) Squad had had a successful start-up (as per 
Chair’s introductory remarks) with thanks to those involved in making it happen and thanks to the Home 
Nations for their support 

• Sport Committee: The committee is still easing in, with updated Competitions Regulations to be finished off; 
Outcomes on weight-classes appear reasonably well received.  Regulations around photography need 
revision in the light of current practices and issues, with perhaps authorisation by members via membership 
forms.  Funding for Officials T-Shirts is authorised, but need to be produced.  Volunteer/delivery/production 
numbers of personnel to be reviewed for British Seniors and Juniors to ensure the right level of production 
for national, prestige competitions 
Action: CN: to follow-up 

• Home Nations Brief, verbal reports from HN Directors of Scotland, England, Wales, (NI) 
England: Priorities to establish Senior Squad for Birmingham and a Schoolboy Squad 
Wales: Some funding now allocated with work to be done on release.  Priority is to get 2x coaches through 
to completion of UKCC L2 course 
 

6.  Standing Item: Financial Items 
i) The Chair/DB/CN+Eddie Asong (GreaterSport Finance Manager) had a successful meeting the day 

before the Board.  Ways were explored to present the figures in an understandable way and to indicate 
priorities to better support decision-making with goal of one-page report. 

ii) 2018-19 to August: SE Core Market Programmes and BWA Core Business 
There was focus on the underspends of Coach/Officials; GBR (Senior) Squad; NTS 
Action: CN: to work up budgets with GBR (Senior) Squad Lead; Talent Pathway Lead; Coach/Officials 
Development Lead. 

iii) Update on 2016-17 audit position 
iv) Insurance: New contracts signed that save the BWA £4k over 2018-19. 
v) Remuneration of key volunteers: The Board approved the principles. 

• The need for transparency in all role selection/appointment processes was emphasised.  The 
Board felt that the appointment process for the GBR (Senior) Squad lead had been abbreviated, 
but that the correct appointment had been made. 

• There was a discussion on the tax implications of remuneration of volunteers which needed to be 
checked.  Currently it is made clear to volunteers that they are responsible for declaring any 
income for tax purposes. 

vi) Finance Manual (link)  The operational changes were taken as read 
 

7.  Standing items: 
i) Safeguarding Update:  More work to be done embedding safeguarding across clubs [post meeting note: 

the Club Development Manager is working across all clubs towards having named Club Welfare Officer, 
together with documented course completion.  The new Go Membership database will be used to monitor 
completion certificates for validity]  The Board were notified of an incident that was managed at a recent 
competition in Birmingham 

ii) Risk Register:  The requirement for the Board to understand digital security was noted. 
Action: CN: Circulate a note to the Board reviewing key Digital Security pointers 
 

 Part I: Statutory Board completed 11:45 
 

Part II: Review of Strategic Direction below 

8.  Celebrate success (facilitated by Steve Bentley of First Ascent) 
- a reflection on what has been achieved in the last 24mths, on and off the mat 

• 5x medals at Commonwealth and positive press coverage, especially Georgina Nelthorpe 

• New (2017) BWA Articles 
o One of the first NGBs to comply with the government’s “New Code for Sports Governance” 
o Good engagement with working group by Home Nations 

• Avoided being sucked into journalists exploration of cross-sport Safeguarding issues 

• Increased female participation 

• Renaissance of Academy as a centre of Wrestling and other activities e.g. Head Office 

• Survival & Resilience: restructured following retirement of Yvonne; a new Board with professional skills 

• Sport England funding has grown for each of the last three 4-yr cycles 

• Used Sport England investigation recommendations to build solid governance foundations 
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• Developing a view on where best to spend funds 

• Triumph in adversity: changing the Boxing Day 2015 Flood into a “blessing” 

• Bringing on new personnel: Eddy; Barry; Andreas 

• More mats on the ground with increased participation 

• Enhanced reputation with UWW: To attract the first course and then they returned 

• Coach quality improvement: More Level 2 coaches; the importance of cornering certificates 

• Positive financials 
 

- Exploration of what contributed to that success (i.e. what must we continue to do?) 

• Collaboration with no personal agendas 

• We all know why we are here 

• Home Nation participation for “the greater good” in Articles 

• Better use of assets across the organisation 

• Greater empowerment 

• Better direction 

• Willingness to roll up sleeves 

• Ability to disagree 

• Diversity of thought 

• External focus – forward thinking 
 
 

i)   
Futurescaping Steve 
- a look ahead to the end of September 2022 to identify what successes the gathered group would want to be 
reflecting on in a similar session                              Funding 

• Working the circle: 
Participation…………….  Performance 

• Membership buoyant because 
benefits are tangible & recognised 

• Medals: EC/WC/Commonwealth: based on recognising potential and developing talent 

• Post-Wrestling pathway for performance athletes 

• Enhanced national profile (not entertainment) 

• Monetisation of assets 

• Attractive proposition to sponsors (both Home Nations and BWA) 

• Competition Regulations implemented 

• Code of Conduct with matching disciplinary rules 

• Membership and Board working as one: relevant and in line with needs 

• Academy to be a profit centre and active community hub 

• Timely and understandable financial reports that support strategic decisions 

• No major governance/Safeguarding issues 

• CEO able to get out of the detail 

• Authentic (not tick-box) organisation throughout 

• Safeguarding structure embedded throughout with excellent safety record 

• Increased participation across all demographics and Home Nations 

• Positive relations with all Home Nations 
 
- MC crystallised the BWA mission as:  

Increase Members  
Win medals  
Keep people Safe  

 

9.  Energiser exercise with paper-cup building:  an experiential exercise through which to explore the effectiveness 
of BW communications 
 

10.  Strategic priorities Steve 
- group reviewed each work-stream to identify the strategic priorities within each  

• Governance 

• Money/Funding 

• Participation 

• Performance 

• Profile/Image 
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11.  Target Setting Steve 
- Action: Workstream Leaders (Priority1: Governance; Priority2: Performance) 

• 13th October to write up poster outputs, prioritise, propose targets, including KPIs, milestones and 
markers (2 weeks after Board Meeting session) 

• 17th November (next Board) an Update 

• End-January Completion, signed off by January Board 
 

12.  Any items that needs notifying to Companies House – Mark Cooper as Director 

13.  AoB 
Some other “To Do’s”  

• Home Nations management of funding  

• Branding Toolkit, priorities  
o Branding  
o Consistency  

• Membership Survey: To be circulated for approval 
 

 
Meeting closed at 4pm 

 

 
Next Board Meetings: Dates; Venues; provisional items 

10 Nov 2018 AGM (Co-located with British Juniors) 
Peterborough 

 

17 Nov 2018 (Saturday) F2F Board London TBC 
Initial date of 24 Nov 2018 has a clash with 
Aspull Competition  

 

TBA Jan 2018  Safeguarding Training 
Diversity Briefing 

 


